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Disclaimer
Forward-Looking Statements
 This communication contains certain statements that are neither reported financial results nor other
historical information and other statements concerning Gemalto. These statements include financial
projections and estimates and their underlying assumptions, statements regarding plans, objectives and
expectations with respect to future operations, events, products and services and future performance.
Forward-looking statements are generally identified by the words "expects", "anticipates", "believes",
"intends", "estimates" and similar expressions. These and other information and statements contained in
this communication constitute forward-looking statements for purposes of applicable securities laws.
Although management of the company believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking
statements are reasonable, investors and security holders are cautioned that forward-looking information
and statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and
generally beyond the control of the companies, that could cause actual results and developments to differ
materially from those expressed in, or implied or projected by, the forward-looking information and
statements, and the companies cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or
achievements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those estimated by the
forward-looking statements contained in this communication include, but are not limited to: the ability of the
company's to integrate according to expectations; the ability of the company to achieve the expected
synergies from the combination; trends in wireless communication and mobile commerce markets; the
company's ability to develop new technology and the effects of competing technologies developed and
expected intense competition generally in the companies' main markets; profitability of expansion strategy;
challenges to or loss of intellectual property rights; ability to establish and maintain strategic relationships
in their major businesses; ability to develop and take advantage of new software and services; the effect of
the combination and any future acquisitions and investments on the companies' share prices; changes in
global, political, economic, business, competitive, market and regulatory forces; and those discussed
by the companies in filings, submissions or furnishings to the SEC, including under the headings
"Cautionary Statement Concerning Forward-Looking Statements” and "Risk Factors". Moreover, neither the
companies nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of such
forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained in this communication speak only
as of the date of this communication and the companies are under no duty, and do not undertake, to update
any of the forward-looking statements after this date to conform such statements to actual results, to reflect
the occurrence of anticipated results, except as otherwise required by applicable law or regulations.
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Q1 2007 Highlights
 First quarter revenue: € 362 m, down 7% at
constant exchange rates
 Price pressure easing in Mobile Communication
due to a more favorable competitive environment
and strict pricing discipline
 Share buy back program launched: 3.2 million
shares (3.5% of capital) purchased
as of April 27, 2007 for € 60.9 m
 Execution of strategic plan making good progress
 New commercial successes achieved, confirming
Gemalto leadership in Digital Security
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Q1 2007 Market review
 Mobile
Communication
 Strong demand
from emerging
countries

 Secure
Transactions
 EMV* migration
progressing

 Lower demand in
North America

 Contactless payment
gaining global user
adoption

 More favorable
competitive
environment

 Strong interest for
customized cards
and instant issuance

 Convergence:
strong interest for
contactless SIMbased advanced
mobile applications
and services
* Europay MasterCard Visa

 Identity
& Security
 Large scale e-passport
deployments mainly in
Europe
 Widespread adoption of
e-government ID,
healthcare and drivers
license programs
 Increasing online
transactions and fraud
prompting banks to
adopt stronger
authentication devices
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Q1 07 revenue: € 362 million
Area contribution

Segment contribution
Mobile
Communication
€194m
54%

Europe, Middle
East, Africa

Secure
Transactions
26%
€96m

Identity &
Security
13% €47m

Asia
€78m

21%

58% €209m

Americas
€76m

21%

POS
Terminals
4%
€15m
Public
Telephony
3%
€10m

 Segment contribution

 Area contribution

 Secure Transactions: up from 23% in Q1 06
 Identity and Security: stable
 Mobile Communication: down from 57% in Q1 06

 EMEA: up from 55% in Q1 06
 Asia: stable
 Americas: down from 24% in Q1 06
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Mobile Communication
 Q1 07 revenue down 11%*
 Further increase in demand: volumes delivered up
9% at 215 million units

€ in millions

 Growth driven by Asia and EMEA

Quarterly revenue

 Stable deliveries in Americas:

229.9
194.0

– Strong demand in LATAM
– Slowdown in net subscriber adds in the US

 Improving competitive environment and strict pricing
discipline
 SIM cards ASP** down 19% vs. Q1 06, marking
continued improvement compared with previous periods

-11%*

Q1 06
proforma

Q1 07

 Mobile contactless payment gaining momentum all
over the world with currently around 20 pilots
* At constant exchange rates
** Average Selling Price
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Secure Transactions
 Q1 07 revenue up 7%*
 On-going development in smart EMV payment,
notably in Europe, Latin America and North Asia
 Growth in pay TV

€ in millions
Quarterly revenue

 Microprocessor card volumes up 16%
 53 million microprocessor products shipped

 Contactless payment confirms its strong
potential
 Deployment in North Asia: Combi cards
 New deployments in the US
 Pilots in progress all around the globe

* At constant exchange rates
** Average Sales Price

95.6

91.4

+7%*

Q1 06
proforma

Q1 07
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Identity & Security
 Strong growth in Identity (+22%*), driven by:
 Deployment of e-passport programs mainly in
Europe
 Strong activity in e-Identity (Belgium, Oman) and
healthcare

 Patent licensing revenue below the very high level
recorded in Q1 06 and lower shipments of low-end
transportation cards driving the 9% decrease in
total segment revenue*

€ in millions
Quarterly revenue
53.2

47.3

-9%*

Q1 06
proforma

Q1 07

 Gemalto ranked as N°1 supplier in e-passports**

* At constant exchange rates
** Source: Keesing Journal of Documents & Identity - April 2007
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Public Telephony
€ in millions

Q1 06
pro
forma

Revenue

17.9

Q1 07

%
change*

10.3

-39%

 Continuing decline of
the memory card
market as mobile
telephony spreads
worldwide

Point of Sales Terminals
€ in millions

Q1 06
pro
forma

Revenue

13.8

Q1 07

14.8

%
change*
+ 12%

 Revenue increase
supported by successful
introduction of a common,
highly adaptable new
technology platform

* At constant exchange rates
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Strategic agenda
Reinforce Operational Excellence
 Achieve synergy realization and optimize manufacturing operations
 Strengthen pricing discipline and optimize traditional businesses
 Deepen customer relationships for stronger collaboration on end user experience

Grow in Digital Security
 Expand software and services revenue in current market segments
 Substantially grow the contactless, network authentication and electronic ID businesses
 Develop & capture new recurring services opportunities in wireless, banking and network
security
 Take leadership in advanced mobile solutions including multimedia and convergence

Seize Strategic Opportunities
 Form further strategic partnerships to bolster customer offerings
 Look for strategic acquisitions complementing our business and technology
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recent successes…
Secure mobile
EMV One-Time
signature for
Secure SMS-based
Password for Barclays
Turkcell in
mobile payment
online banking in the UK
Turkey
services for BASE in
e-Passport solutions
Belgium
for several Visa
Authentication token for
Personal data
Waiver Program
Nedbank online banking
backup for SFR
nations
in South Africa
in France
Contactless EMV
Payment for Chinatrust
Commercial Bank in
Taiwan

.NET corporate
access for Microsoft
employees around
the world

ID solution for
Oman nationals
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Success story: EMV One-Time Password
solution for Barclays online banking in the UK
 Tailor-made offer providing two-factor authentication
for online banking customers
 Addressing online fraud, theft and use of credentials in online
banking through easy-to-carry devices operable from any
personal computer
 Full service from design to fulfillment and distribution directly to
end users

 Building on the EMV migration roadmap
 Using the chip-enabled payment cards together with a Gemalto
reader to generate one-time passwords for login or signing
transactions
 Industry standards compliance - EMV, MasterCard and Visa
Chip Authentication Program (CAP) 2007, APACS*

 Delivery of over half a million units for 2007, plus
options for additional deliveries
* APACS is the UK trade association for payments and for those institutions that deliver payment services to customers
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Outlook
 In the first half of 2007, demand in Mobile Communication is mainly driven by
emerging countries and the revenue profile is therefore expected to consist
primarily of entry and mid-range products. Furthermore, in the first half of 2007,
Gemalto’s operating margin(1) will not benefit from the unusually high patent
licensing revenue and positive one-off items booked in the same period of 2006.
Cost synergies from the combination are materializing progressively in line with the
Company’s expectations, but they will not be sufficient to offset the adverse effect
on the operating margin(1) of the strong price decline of last year.
 In the second half of 2007, operating margin(1) should reflect the usual favorable
seasonal pattern and the increasing contribution of the first digital security solutions
deployments. It will also benefit from additional cost synergies from the combination.
 Gemalto continues to anticipate sustained demand in all of its key markets. It will
continue to proactively make the necessary adjustments to its cost base and
remains determined to reach its stated objective of an operating margin(1) above
10% in 2009.
(1)

Prepared on an Adjusted basis (Adjusted pro forma basis for 2006), excluding one-off
expenses incurred in connection with the combination with Gemplus, reorganization charges
and charges resulting from the accounting treatment of the transaction, and assuming that the
combination had taken place as of January 1, 2005.
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 World leader in digital security
 Markets in strong development
 Strengthened management team
 Unique technology portfolio
 Blue chip customers
 Mid cap with large free float and robust financials
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